
COLLABORATIVE EMAIL IN 

THE CLOUD OR ON-PREMISE

reMARK is available as an On-Premise Email Solution or in the Cloud so organizations can choose 
the solution that works best for their team. Businesses choose reMARK for its functionality, 
flexibility, and tremendous capacity to handle high-volume email environments. Available as an 
on-premise solution or SaaS cloud, reMARK contains advanced features and capabilities suitable 
for various business needs.

Our Benefits

Best In-Class Features 

Our Options

reMARK On-Premises

Answer emails faster

Folders Search Mobile App API Short-Keys Workflows Templates

Drive business growth Automation AI

Simplify and streamline communications

Increase time savings Organize incoming and outgoing emails

Improve team collaboration

Industry leading 24/7 support

Our on-premises offering can be set-up with a timely and detailed implementation process, 
allowing for a seamless transition and deployment of your email solution. We can install it on the 
hardware of your choice, to insure you have full control of the installation. We develop a plan 
tailored to your business needs while ensuring your company has access to the latest feature 
enhancements, timely updates, and system improvements.

reMARK Cloud

reMARK’s SaaS offering enables a competitive advantage for companies seeking a flexible and 
scalable email collaboration solution. Even though this version of reMARK is connected to the 
cloud and is fully managed by Nordic IT, it maintains the client program that you know from 
previous versions. Allowing for reduced costs, increased uptime, and reduced maintenance, users 
maintain access to their favorite reMARK features in our bellowed client version while benefiting 
from seamless implementation.

Answer emails faster. Cut Costs. Drive Revenue. With cloud and on-premise options, Nordic IT 
can take your organization to the next level. Talk to our team to discuss which option is best 
or how to get started with your preferred email method today!

Get Started Now
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